
 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/16-17/PKC140179   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUSMITA PANDA ( Roll Number - 4,              

Student ID - PKC140179 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2016-17.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 18-07-2017 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC140359   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PARBATI SOREN ( Roll Number - 20,              

Student ID - PKC140359 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150023   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss TASLIMA KHATUN ( Roll Number -             

1, Student ID - PKC150023 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150069   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SANGITA JANA ( Roll Number - 17,              

Student ID - PKC150069 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150084   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ABHISINDHU MANNA ( Roll Number            

- 2, Student ID - PKC150084 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                 

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150231   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss BIDISHA PANDA ( Roll Number - 5,              

Student ID - PKC150231 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150233   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUMONA BARIK ( Roll Number - 28,              

Student ID - PKC150233 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150267   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SWARNALI JANA ( Roll Number - 6,              

Student ID - PKC150267 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150303   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SWARNALI MAITI ( Roll Number - 3,              

Student ID - PKC150303 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150306   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MADHURIMA GIRI ( Roll Number -             

4, Student ID - PKC150306 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150348   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOUMINI SAHOO ( Roll Number - 10,              

Student ID - PKC150348 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150432   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MAMPI SAR ( Roll Number - 12,              

Student ID - PKC150432 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150435   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUSMITA DEY ( Roll Number - 13,              

Student ID - PKC150435 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150633   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss RIYA KHATUA ( Roll Number - 25,              

Student ID - PKC150633 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150647   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss TAPASI MAITY ( Roll Number - 16,              

Student ID - PKC150647 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150716   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MOUMITA PATRA ( Roll Number - 6,              

Student ID - PKC150716 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150728   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PRITAM KUMAR JANA ( Roll            

Number - 21, Student ID - PKC150728 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the          

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150735   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SURAJIT PAIRA ( Roll Number - 22,              

Student ID - PKC150735 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150773   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SWARNADIP MANNA ( Roll Number -             

23, Student ID - PKC150773 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC150979   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss RIJUYANA KHAN ( Roll Number - 24,              

Student ID - PKC150979 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151010   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SHEULI TRIPATHY ( Roll Number -             

10, Student ID - PKC151010 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151105   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PARTHAPRATIM RAUL ( Roll           

Number - 12, Student ID - PKC151105 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the          

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151355   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss TASLIMA KHATUN ( Roll Number -             

25, Student ID - PKC151355 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151407   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. NANDADULAL SAHOO ( Roll Number            

- 14, Student ID - PKC151407 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                 

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151428   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PRIYANKA DAS ( Roll Number - 27,              

Student ID - PKC151428 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151892   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MINATI MAJHI ( Roll Number - 17,              

Student ID - PKC151892 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC151951   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MOUSUMI ROY ( Roll Number - 29,              

Student ID - PKC151951 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152189   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss RAKHI DUTTA ( Roll Number - 38,              

Student ID - PKC152189 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152205   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PANNALAL PATRA ( Roll Number -             

30, Student ID - PKC152205 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152208   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SRIMA DAS ( Roll Number - 31,              

Student ID - PKC152208 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152260   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss KRISHNA MANDAL ( Roll Number -             

26, Student ID - PKC152260 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152293   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ANUKUL DAS ( Roll Number - 34,              

Student ID - PKC152293 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152299   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ARUNIMA MAITY ( Roll Number - 18,              

Student ID - PKC152299 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152308   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PABITRA JANA ( Roll Number - 19,              

Student ID - PKC152308 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152467   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUPRITI JANA ( Roll Number - 20,              

Student ID - PKC152467 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/17-18/PKC152486   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. DULAL MANDAL ( Roll Number - 22,              

Student ID - PKC152486 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2017-18.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 24-07-2018 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC140172   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANANYA SAHOO ( Roll Number - 31,              

Student ID - PKC140172 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC150511   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss KUSUM PAL ( Roll Number - 15,              

Student ID - PKC150511 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC151385   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MISTI PODDER ( Roll Number - 26,              

Student ID - PKC151385 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC152416   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. JOYDEB SAHOO ( Roll Number - 35,              

Student ID - PKC152416 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161890   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss AMBIKA PAL ( Roll Number - 37,              

Student ID - PKC161890 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160868   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANITA GHORAI ( Roll Number - 23,              

Student ID - PKC160868 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160885   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss APARNA MISHRA ( Roll Number -             

24, Student ID - PKC160885 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161373   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ARPITA SAHOO ( Roll Number - 29,              

Student ID - PKC161373 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160116   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ATANU JANA ( Roll Number - 6,              

Student ID - PKC160116 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160580   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. AYAN NAYAK ( Roll Number - 15,              

Student ID - PKC160580 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160928   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. DEBDUTTA KHATUA ( Roll Number -             

25, Student ID - PKC160928 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160801   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss DIPANWITA ROY ( Roll Number - 19,              

Student ID - PKC160801 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161185   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MADHUMITA MAITY ( Roll Number            

- 28, Student ID - PKC161185 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                 

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161639   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PALLABI BERA ( Roll Number - 31,              

Student ID - PKC161639 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161006   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PAYEL BERA ( Roll Number - 26,              

Student ID - PKC161006 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160105   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PAYEL MUDI ( Roll Number - 4,              

Student ID - PKC160105 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160117   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PRIYA SINHA ( Roll Number - 7,              

Student ID - PKC160117 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161675   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PUSPITA BERA ( Roll Number - 33,              

Student ID - PKC161675 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161846   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SABNAM PARVIN ( Roll Number - 39,              

Student ID - PKC161846 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC162627   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ANGSHUMAN GHORAI ( Roll           

Number - 24, Student ID - PKC162627 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the          

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161837   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss KAKAN MIDYA ( Roll Number - 17,              

Student ID - PKC161837 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161809   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss KASTURI ACHARYYA ( Roll Number            

- 14, Student ID - PKC161809 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                 

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC162752   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MAYNA MAHAPATRA ( Roll           

Number - 20, Student ID - PKC162752 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the          

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160100   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss NABANITA RANA ( Roll Number - 1,              

Student ID - PKC160100 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC162469   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PRIYANKA DAS ( Roll Number - 23,              

Student ID - PKC162469 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161299   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SANTU SAU ( Roll Number - 9, Student               

ID - PKC161299 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful completion               

of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the supervision of the           

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161864   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SK MUDDASHIR UDDIN ( Roll            

Number - 22, Student ID - PKC161864 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the          

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161592   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOMASHRI MAITY ( Roll Number -             

13, Student ID - PKC161592 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC162751   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SOMASREE MAHATA ( Roll Number            

- 19, Student ID - PKC162751 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful                 

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC161300   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SOUVIK KHANRA ( Roll Number - 10,              

Student ID - PKC161300 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160998   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SUBHANKAR ROY ( Roll Number - 5,              

Student ID - PKC160998 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/18-19/PKC160743   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SUSANTA NANDI ( Roll Number - 4,              

Student ID - PKC160743 ) , a 3rd year student of Anthropology Honours, for successful               

completion of the Ethnographic Field Work (Paper-ANTH/108) under the         

supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor              

Degree (Honours) in Anthropology for the academic session 2018-19.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 22-07-2019 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC120535   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. NAJIMUL HOQUE ( Roll Number - 7,              

Student ID - PKC120535 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC120536   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ABU TAHER ( Roll Number - 8, Student               

ID - PKC120536 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful completion of                

the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment              

of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography for the academic             

session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC120645   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. TOKON BARIK ( Roll Number - 29,              

Student ID - PKC120645 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC120651   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. BHABASANKAR MALLICK ( Roll           

Number - 28, Student ID - PKC120651 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC120699   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. JAGANNATH PARIA ( Roll Number -             

31, Student ID - PKC120699 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC121257   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ARUP KHATUA ( Roll Number - 52,              

Student ID - PKC121257 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC121268   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUPARNA JANA ( Roll Number - 12,              

Student ID - PKC121268 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC122260   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ANJAN JANA ( Roll Number - 62,              

Student ID - PKC122260 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130344   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SUJIT BERA ( Roll Number - 1, Student               

ID - PKC130344 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful completion of                

the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a partial fulfillment              

of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography for the academic             

session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130366   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. MAKHAN LAL BERA ( Roll Number -              

4, Student ID - PKC130366 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130371   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss BABITA SINGMURA ( Roll Number -             

5, Student ID - PKC130371 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130372   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss BARNALI MAITY ( Roll Number - 56,              

Student ID - PKC130372 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130400   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ANIMESH KAR ( Roll Number - 5,              

Student ID - PKC130400 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130405   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. DEBASISH MAITY ( Roll Number - 2,              

Student ID - PKC130405 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130413   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SPARDHA MANDAL ( Roll Number -             

1, Student ID - PKC130413 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130428   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss ANJANA BAR ( Roll Number - 6,              

Student ID - PKC130428 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130432   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SIBU KUMAR PRADHAN ( Roll            

Number - 7, Student ID - PKC130432 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130446   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SURJYA SEKHAR PANDA ( Roll            

Number - 10, Student ID - PKC130446 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130450   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MAITRY PATTANAYAK ( Roll           

Number - 8, Student ID - PKC130450 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130476   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SARBANI PATRA ( Roll Number - 12,              

Student ID - PKC130476 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130491   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss DEBANJALI MAITY ( Roll Number -             

16, Student ID - PKC130491 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130499   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SUDIP MUDI ( Roll Number - 13,              

Student ID - PKC130499 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130500   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. PARTHA PRATIM PANDA ( Roll            

Number - 14, Student ID - PKC130500 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130503   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SHRADDHA MAITY ( Roll Number -             

15, Student ID - PKC130503 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130516   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SURAJIT MANDAL ( Roll Number - 9,              

Student ID - PKC130516 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130519   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MRIDUCHHANDA BAR ( Roll           

Number - 7, Student ID - PKC130519 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130552   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss SUCHISMITA MAITY ( Roll Number            

- 8, Student ID - PKC130552 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                 

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130560   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss MUNMUN BERA ( Roll Number - 9,              

Student ID - PKC130560 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130561   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. AYAN PATRA ( Roll Number - 17,              

Student ID - PKC130561 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful               

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130688   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. SOUMITRA MANDAL ( Roll Number -             

24, Student ID - PKC130688 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130690   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Miss PRIYANKA BHUNIA ( Roll Number -             

23, Student ID - PKC130690 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for successful                

completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the faculties as a              

partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in Geography            

for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, she has shown keen interest in her               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit Kumar De   

  

 



 
 

 

Ref No: ENVS/UG/15-16/PKC130691   

 

This certificate is proudly presented to Mr. ARINDAM DAS SHARMA ( Roll            

Number - 55, Student ID - PKC130691 ) , a 3rd year student of Geography Honours, for                 

successful completion of the Field Work (Paper-VII) under the supervision of the            

faculties as a partial fulfillment of the requirement of the Bachelor Degree (Honours) in              

Geography for the academic session 2015-16.  

It has been noticed that, during the period, he has shown keen interest in his               

assignments and was also regular in attendance. 

 

 

 

Date: 20-07-2016 

 Dr. Amit  

Kumar De   

 


